This configuration will cause your AirPort Extreme's status light to blink amber. Are you sure you want to continue?

Click ignore to prevent your AirPort Extreme's status light from blinking amber for this problem.
enable users to achieve goals and meet needs in a particular context of use
Digital Learning Materials

1. Test and improve existing tools and websites following ISO standards

2. Design new tools and websites following the User Centered Design principles
Digital Learning Materials

1. Test and improve existing tools and websites following ISO metrics

2. Design new tools and websites following the User Centered Design principles
ISO 9241-11

Effectiveness

Efficiency

Satisfaction
Methods:

Heuristic Evaluation
Expert Review
Cognitive Walkthrough
Eye tracking
Cued retrospective reporting
Performance Measurement
Product Reaction Cards
Bipolar Emotional Response Testing
Survey
and more...
select the ones that work best for that specific situation
Remote usability:

University of Highlands and Islands project
Digital Learning Materials

1. Test and improve existing tools and websites following ISO standards

2. Design new tools and websites following the User Centered Design principles
Design philosophy and process in which the needs, wants, and limitations of the end user of an interface given extensive attention at each stage of the design process...
Usability

Start testing at the beginning... and keep testing during the complete project...
Thank you